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interest to promote the public good. In the event of a short-
age of corn, "men will plough up their enclosed land for theii
own profit; it's an undeniable maxim that everyone . . .
will do that which makes for his greatest advantage " x. The
argument showed how far men's opinions had travelled when
they were ready to regard self-love as God's providence, and
to accept self-interest and economic freedom in all their
implications as the natural basis of human society. The
remedy for the social mischief attendant upon sheep-farming
was now conceived to lie, not in reactionary legislation, but
in the migration of the displaced rural population to other
districts, " where they might better benefit themselves and
profit the public " 2. Apart from the argument based on
self-interest, writers were gradually feeling their way towards
the revolutionary notion that the agrarian problem should
be approached from the standpoint of what was the most
profitable mode of investing capital. Fortrey (1663) urged
that " the profit of a great part of the land and stock in this
kingdom as now employed is wholly lost ". This he attri-
buted to the circumstance that land was not employed to the
best advantage : it would be more profitable to utilize the
soil for meat and wool, and if necessary import corn because
tillage was conducted ' with great labour and small profit'.
He concluded that " liberty for every man to enjoy his lands
in severalty and enclosure " would be " one of the greatest
improvements this nation is capable of " 8 ; and the fact that
enclosed land was sometimes let for three times the rent of
unenclosed land gave substance to his contention. Pasture-
farming employed less hands than corn-growing, but the raw
material which it produced needed many hands to work it up.
" As many or more families ", suggested Fortrey, " may be
maintained and employed in the manufacture of the wool
that may arise out of one hundred acres of pasture, than can
be employed in a far greater quantity of arable " And any-
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